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Risk Assessment and Decision Making for Tailings Facilities

Dr. F. Oboni, Oboni Riskope Associates Inc., Vancouver, B.C.,
C. Oboni, Oboni Riskope Associates Inc., Vancouver, B.C., 
J. Caldwell, Robertson GeoConsultants Inc.,Vancouver, B.C.

This Course will bring much needed answers to anyone involved in evaluating tailings 
risks in projects (including pre-feasibility level), operations, decision-making in the 
mining industry. The Course uses plain language (whenever necessary technical 
glossary is defined), and no mathematical knowledge is needed to understand the 
concepts.

Recent major losses incurred by Mining Operations/Projects and Corporations around
the world have shown that Risk Registers leave their owners widely overexposed. This
is true for short term and more so on longer term.

After a brief review of general exposures and the reasons which have lead to them,
the  Course  will  first  discuss  common  practice  risk  assessment,  then  recent
developments techniques, including long term decision making. 
In the second part we will show, by using real case studies how Mining Operations and
Corporation can benefit from a transparent, proven and constructive approach to risk
based decision making. 

When looking at Tailings Risk Assessments for Mining Operations and Corporations we 
will show that many common practice approaches are misleading and could get their 
users straight in front of a Judge. Due space will be given to risk communication and 
crises, crises development and their management, business continuity, disaster 
resumption plans.

Group  exercises  will  be  performed,  in  a  “simulation”  format,  where  two  or  more
groups will impersonate specific stakeholders.

The  concepts  and  methodologies  exposed  in  the  course  are  compatible  with  ISO
31000,  asset  management  planning  (and  risk  assessment)  ISO  55000  and  crisis
management plans and commucation plans delineated by ISO 22301. 
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Agenda

In the room breakfast at 8:00; 
Course from 8:30AM to 12:00Noon, 
Lunch from 12:00Noon to 1:00PM
Course from 1:00PM to 5:00PM 

Authors and Presenters names and brief bios

Author: CESAR OBONI
Cesar  has  an  applied  mathematics  (EPFL,  Lausanne)  and  cross  cultural  business
background  (Aichi  Shukutoku  University,  Japan),  is  a  director  of  Oboni  Riskope
Associates Inc., Vancouver and VP of Risk Modeling of Riskope International SA.

Cesar has been involved in risk analyses for numerous facilities and organizations,
communities, mining, military, transportation. A major endeavour has been a study on
50 years history of typhoon mitigation in Japan with quantitative discussion of the
Japanese Mitigative Policies in relation to risk, societal acceptability, willingness to pay.

Beside day to day activities in Risk Assessment and Optimum Risk Estimates (ORE,
the flagship product of Riskope) for industries and projects around the world, Cesar
has been very active in the analysis  of  special  and emerging risk,  co-authoring a
report on Cyberdefense for the Department of Defense of a European country.

César  is  the  co-author  of  2007  book  entitled:  “Improving  Sustainability  through
Reasonable  Risk  and  Crisis  Management”  and  over  ten  papers  published  in
international conferences and symposiums. He was co-recipient of  the 2010 ICCC,
Italian Canadian Chamber of Commerce (Canada West), Innovation Award.

Author and Presenter: FRANCO OBONI
Franco heads Riskope, an international practice on Risk and Crisis Management based
in Vancouver, B.C., Canada, and Lausanne, Switzerland. He is a consultant, coach,
author of over fifty papers and co-authoring of the 2007 book entitled: “Improving
Sustainability  through  Reasonable  Risk  and  Crisis  Management”.  Clients  include
UNDP, large insurances, several international mining companies, railroads, wharves,
regional and provincial governments. 

Franco has managed a broad range of risk and crisis mitigation projects, risk and
security audits and geo-environmental hazard mitigation studies, as well as planning
and management of  a wide variety of  multi-disciplinary studies in four continents.
Projects include definition of needs, training for corporate clients, negotiations with
community  leaders,  as  well  as  the  preparation  of  monitoring  programs,  Risk
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Assessments and Optimum Risk Estimates (ORE, the flagship product of Riskope).
Franco has been involved in risk and hazard analyses for a number of large facilities
and organizations, including communities, mining, mine-clearance, military, food and
non-food  industries,  large  linear  facilities  (railroads,  highways,  pipelines,  tunnels,
power lines) and large hydropower projects (dams, reservoirs and pen-stocks).

Franco delivers customized seminars to industrial audiences world-wide.  Franco was
co-recipients  of  the  Italian  Canadian  Chamber  of  Commerce  (Canada  West)  2010
Innovation Award.

Author and Presenter: JACK CALDWELL
Jack Caldwell has over 35 years engineering experience on mining, civil, geotechnical 
and site remediation projects. He has worked on numerous projects throughout 
southern Africa, Europe, Canada and the United States. 

His project experience includes:
 Mines and Waste Disposal Facilities- design, construction supervision and 

reclamation of tailings impoundments, mine rock dumps, heap leach pads, 
landfills and radioactive waste disposal units;

 Hazardous and Radioactive Waste Site Remediation- senior management and 
technical consultant

 Landfills- design, construction, operation and closure with special focus on 
liners, covers, and soil reinforcement.

In addition, Mr. Caldwell has been the lead specialist for various geotechnical and civil 
engineering projects in Southern California. He is a Registered Professional Engineer 
in the USA (Washington and California).

Mr.  Caldwell  has  written  numerous  engineering  reports,  proposals,  and  technical
papers, has lectured Geotechnical Engineering at the University of Witwatersrand. 
He is the lead author of the book, Principles and Practice of Waste Encapsulation, on
the design of waste disposal facilities for radioactive and hazardous wastes.
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